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• Déjà vu that feels like the Holy Grail. As you travel across the Lands Between and enter dungeons, a feeling of nostalgia for the lands, people, and game experiences from the past, the present, and the future will gently keep you enthralled. ?Story ? The appearance of the Remnants Players continue
to experience the story of the Lands Between from the beginning, with a large number of pieces belonging to a highly detailed and mysterious story. ? Game Characters: Hollow A giant monster. ?Game Characters: Remnants Three ghosts who have dwelled in the ruins of the holy land of the dead,
peeking through ruins and ruins, appearing in a ghostly way. ?Game Characters: Library There was a man who told the other people about various types of books, but these books no longer exist. ?Features ? In the world of the Elden Ring, there is a variety of things and a variety of ways to travel in. -
The game world consists of plains, mountains, and a variety of ruins that act as hubs. Although there is a location where you can’t go forward anymore, the game is a world where you can freely move. It is a world you can explore without limits. - Items that provide new possibilities can be found in the
world. Since the game world is very vast, you can explore the various environments and find them on your own, or you can find them more in the traditional sense of a quest system. ? Wealth and power are granted by defeating monsters. - Create Your Own Character: You can freely customize your
character’s appearance. ? The presentation is deeply detailed and there are many monsters. - This world is not your typical fantasy setting. In a dreamlike world, there are many obstacles. The main story is set in an Elden Tomb, where you enter a world where history is destroyed and people are born.
An enormous variety of monsters appeared during a great war. In addition, monsters outside the tomb, in other tombs, and in the labyrinth of ruins are roaming around, and the game’s battles are challenging. ? Crafted by a team with a wealth of experience in designing RPGs. - The game is a prequel
to the Final Fantasy series and has made various changes to the gameplay that were seen in games of the series. The game is full of elements from many RPG

Elden Ring Features Key:
Fragments of fascinating mythology and epic lore
Fantastic powers that change over time and locations, drawing you into an epic and compelling story
Vast world that will be familiar to those accustomed to Action RPGs
Customization and equipment that allow for a wide range of play styles
Easy, high-quality and intuitive controls
Irresistible gameplay and balance
An anime-like interface
Watch a video trailer of Dragon*Con 2017 Award Winning game Titans for Hire

Elden Ring Release date:

Titans for Hire is an action RPG developed and published by Level5 (J-Novel Club, Good Smile Company, etc) and will be released on the Playstation 4 and Windows PC in Japan in 2017.

Titans for Hire Character Concept art:
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